Chicago 11, 1913-

Mr. Martin C. Ryman,

Dear Sir:

I communicated with Mr. Durand-Ruel and submitted him your offer of $28,000 for the three pictures by Monet, and Chrysanthèmes by Renoir, stating you had taken the Andie for $500, making the transaction

$3789. Monet. Falaises de Bouville
2330. Monet. Rueplies a Giverny
3663. Monet. Jardin de Monet
1721. Renoir, Chrysanthèmes

He wired me that he would accept the offer in account of the war, but regretted selling them at what he considered below their value.

Will you kindly let me know at your earliest convenience where I shall deliver them. Thanks for your telegram.

Yours very truly,

Durand-Ruel

EB Holston
3315 Sisley - Potager - $3500 - $2950

3789 Monet - Palais de Pourville - $12000 - $9500

2330 Monet - Peupliers à Giverny - $8000 - $6800

3665 Monet - Le jardin de Monet - $10000 - $8500

1721 Renoir - Chrysanthèmes - $9000 - $7800

3678 André - Village en Provence - $650 - $500

$43150, $36000.